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Key Rating Drivers 

Increasing Challenges: The Outlook revision to Stable from Positive in December 2012 

reflects deterioration in the Dominican Republic‟s fiscal accounts, external vulnerabilities, and 

the new government‟s challenges to reduce fiscal deficits and stabilise debt ratios amid budget 

rigidities, rising social demands and slower economic growth. The ratings are underpinned by 

the country‟s high social development indicators, diversified economic structure, stable 

macroeconomic performance, rising gold exports and increased fiscal financing flexibility. 

Elections Drive Fiscal Deterioration: Fitch Ratings estimates that the central government 

deficit doubled to 5.4% of GDP in 2012. This exceeds the 0.9% of GDP deficit in the 2012 

budget and the 3% of GDP deficit approved in a supplementary bill in July 2012. Fitch forecasts 

the debt burden to remain above 30% of GDP through 2014, still below the „B‟ median of 40%.  

Response and Fiscal Challenges: The administration of Danilo Medina put forward a 

consolidation plan that includes raising taxes by 1.5% of GDP in 2013, withdrawing the 

infrastructure stimulus of 2% of GDP and containing current spending. However, burdensome 

electricity subsidies and public sector wages, and legally mandated transfers to recapitalise the 

central bank and invest in education represent challenges for the fiscal consolidation strategy. 

Limited Shock-Absorption Capacity: International reserves fell to USD3.5bn in November 

2012, covering just two months of current external payments. External financing needs, at 

117% of reserves, remain among the highest in the „B‟ category. The Dominican Republic will 

have to preserve investor confidence and restore its fiscal policy credentials to maintain 

multilateral support and access international capital markets at favourable rates. 

Cyclical Deceleration, Macroeconomic Stability: Growth fell from 7.8% in 2010 to 4.5% in 

2011 and dropped further to 3.9% in Q312. Policy unpredictability and tax reforms continue to 

affect business confidence and domestic consumption. The move towards an inflation-targeting 

regime and a stable currency has enhanced monetary policy credibility and helped anchor 

inflation expectations. Fitch expects inflation to have fallen from 8.5% in 2011 to 4% in 2012. 

Gold Exports Mitigate Vulnerabilities: The long-awaited start of gold exports by Barrick is 

strengthening the capacity of the economy to generate larger and more resilient export 

receipts. Gold exports could average USD1.7bn a year at current prices. Fitch expects the 

current account deficit to halve to 3.6% of GDP by 2014, half the forecast „B‟ median of 7%. 

Fiscal Financing Flexibility: The Dominican Republic placed USD1.5bn in 10-year global 

bonds in April 2010-November 2011. Domestic bond auctions and private placements totalled 

USD1.2bn in 2012, covering 20% of the government‟s borrowing programme. 

What Could Trigger a Rating Action 

Reduced Fiscal, External Vulnerabilities: Improved fiscal management under the new 

administration that bolsters confidence in the fiscal consolidation strategy would be positive for 

creditworthiness. A reduction in external vulnerabilities that enhances the country‟s shock-

absorption capacity could also put upward pressure on the ratings.  

Fiscal Deterioration, Financing Pressures: Continued fiscal deterioration and growth 

underperformance leading to negative debt dynamics and macroeconomic instability would 

impair the Dominican Republic‟s ratings. Financing constraints in the context of fiscal and 

external pressures could result in a negative rating action. 
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GDP 58 
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Peer Comparison 
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Rating Factors 

Summary: Strengths and Weaknesses 

Rating Factor Macroeconomic Public Finances External Finances Structural Issues 

Status Neutral Weakness Weakness Strength 
Trend Stable Stable Positive Stable 

Note: Relative to „B‟ category (sovereigns rated „B+‟, „B‟ or „B−„) 
Source: Fitch 

 

Strengths 
 The Dominican economy is increasingly diversified and has a track record of dynamic and 

resilient activity. The country‟s five-year average growth has been higher than or at par 
with the „B‟ median since 2006 even during adverse external and domestic conditions. 

 Greater export diversification and rising metals export volumes mitigate long-standing 
external balance-sheet vulnerabilities. Fitch estimates that the country‟s current account 
deficit (CAD) could decline to half the „B‟ median by end-2014. 

 The Dominican Republic is a rich country in the context of the „B‟ category due to higher 
GDP per capita and social development indicators. 

 The monetary authorities have effectively controlled inflation and maintained exchange-
rate stability despite heightened electoral uncertainty and fiscal pressures. The adoption of 
an inflation-targeting regime could further enhance macroeconomic stability.  

 Government debt ratios as a percentage of GDP are moderate compared with „B‟-rated 
peers. Government amortisations are manageable, reducing refinancing risks. 

Weaknesses 
 The structural weaknesses of fiscal accounts include a narrow and volatile revenue base 

and expenditure rigidities such as burdensome electricity subsidies. The significant fiscal 
expansion associated with the 2012 electoral cycle eroded fiscal policy predictability and 
led to deteriorating public debt dynamics.  

 A weak international liquidity position relative to peers renders the economy vulnerable to 
external shocks and currency pressures. The country‟s external financing needs remain 
among the highest in the „B‟ category, increasing the importance of multilateral support and 
investor confidence. 

 A weakening business environment and institutional quality could impair foreign direct 
investment (FDI) prospects and growth potential. The Dominican Republic‟s scores in the 
World Bank‟s Ease of Doing Business and Governance indicators have fallen behind the 
„B‟ median and more competitive jurisdictions in Central America and the Caribbean.  

 The legacy problems of the 2003 domestic financial crisis affect the sovereign‟s 
macroeconomic performance and debt repayment record. Growth, inflation and real 
exchange rate 10-year volatilities are above their respective category medians. 

Local Currency Rating 

Fitch equates the Dominican Republic‟s Long-Term Local- and Foreign-Currency IDRs. A 

narrow tax base, still developing domestic capital markets, and historically high and volatile 

inflation rates relative to peers prevent any notching differential between the Local- and 

Foreign-Currency IDRs. 

Country Ceiling 

The Dominican Republic‟s Country Ceiling is one notch above the Long-Term Foreign 

Currency IDR. Membership of the World Trade Organisation, the Dominican Republic-Central 

America Free Trade Agreement with the United States and the Economic Partnership 

Agreement with the European Union underpin the country‟s commitment to the free flow of 

capital and international trade. Limited capital transfers and convertibility restrictions also 

support the one-notch uplift of the Country Ceiling over the Long-Term Foreign Currency IDR. 

 

 

Peer Group  
Rating Country 

B+ Cape Verde 

 Egypt 

 Ghana 

 Kenya 

 Mongolia 

 Venezuela 

 Vietnam 

 Zambia 

  

B Dominican Republic 

 Cameroon 

 Lebanon 

 Mozambique 

 Rwanda 

 Seychelles 

 Uganda 

 Ukraine 

  

B− Ecuador 

 Jamaica 

 

 

Rating History 

Date 

Long-Term  
Foreign 
Currency 

Long-Term  
Local 
Currency 

5 May 06 B B 
19 Jul 05 B− B 
11 May 05 DDD B 
5 May 05 DDD CCC+ 
21 Apr 05 C CCC+ 
30 Jan 04 CCC+ CCC+ 
24 Oct 03 B B 
11 Aug 03 B+ B+ 
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Outlook and Key Issues 

Electoral Spending Undermines Fiscal Accounts 

Fitch estimates the Dominican Republic‟s general government fiscal deficit to have doubled 

from 2.6% of GDP in 2011 to 5.4% in 2012, the highest level on record. This fiscal outturn will 

exceed the 0.6% of GDP target agreed under the previous Stand-By Arrangement (SBA) with 

the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the 0.9% of GDP deficit stipulated in the 2012 budget 

and the additional 3.0% of GDP deficit approved in a supplementary budget in July 2012.  

Infrastructure investment in the run-up to the May 2012 presidential elections and the months 

before the inauguration of the new government in August 2012 led to a 2pp of GDP expansion 

in capital expenditure. Current spending increased by 1.5pp of GDP, driven by rising outlays on 

goods and services, interest payments, wages and social transfers. Electricity and gasoline 

subsidies remained a major source of budget inflexibility (2.1% of GDP) due to the high energy 

prices and the authorities‟ reluctance to enforce unpopular tariff adjustments.  

Revenue underperformance compounded fiscal pressure. Tax collection was 0.6% of GDP 

below budget in the first nine months of 2012 despite the positive effect of temporary revenue-

enhancing measures adopted in late 2011 and the taxes on capital gains obtained from the 

sale of a large private beer company in May 2012.
1
 Excluding these extraordinary factors, tax 

revenue grew at a modest 4.4%, nearly half the economy‟s estimated nominal growth rate. 

Non-tax revenue was also 0.2% of GDP lower than expected as Banreservas, the largest state-

owned bank, and Refidomsa, the public oil refinery, reported lower earnings and deferred 

dividend payments until 2013.  

Recurrent fiscal deficits, stagnant budget revenue and the slowdown in economic activity 

resulted in the deterioration of the sovereign‟s fiscal solvency ratios since 2008. Gross general 

government debt swelled from 18% of GDP in 2007 to a likely 32% in 2012. The interest 

service bill doubled over the same period, accounting for 18% of total budget revenue, fuelled 

by the rapid build-up of domestic debt and the mandatory annual interest payments to 

recapitalise the central bank. 

Absent from international capital markets in 2012, the government covered its increased 

borrowing requirements through increased domestic issuance, flexible credit lines with 

Banreservas, syndicated loans with local banks and bilateral financing from Venezuela under 

the Petrocaribe agreement.  

Fiscal Consolidation Focuses on Tax Reform and Capital Expenditure  

In November 2012 the congress approved a tax package aimed at yielding 1.5% of GDP in 

extra revenue in 2013 and an additional 0.2% in 2014 and 2015. The reform introduced a rise 

in the value-added tax rate to 18% from 15% for two years, a 10% tax on interests and 

dividends, a 1% levy on real estate and cars and selective taxes on petrol, cigarettes and 

alcoholic beverages.  

The deficit reduction strategy could prove more challenging on the expenditure front due to 

budget rigidities, rising debt-servicing costs and social programmes. The authorities plan to 

reduce public investment by 2pp of GDP in 2013 and revert wages, electricity transfers and 

supplier expenses to the levels recorded during non-election periods. However, Fitch projects 

interest payments to add 1% of GDP to the expenditure bill over the next two years, offsetting 

some of the gains from the cost-containment efforts. Honouring the legal mandate to assign 4% 

of GDP to pre-university education and implementing the new government‟s ambitious anti-

poverty, agricultural and small business development agenda could further condition the level 

of fiscal austerity. 

                                                           
1
 The Ministry of Finance estimates that the tax package approved in 2011 and the one-off proceeds from 
the sale of Cerveceria Nacional Dominicana added 1% of GDP in fiscal revenue in 2012. 

   Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
Tax Reform Yield, 2013 

Source (DOPm) 
(% of 
GDP) 

Value-added tax 12,787 0.5 

Income tax 9,850 0.4 

Wealth tax 7,246 0.3 

Selective taxes 4,341 0.2 

Incentive regimes 2,457 0.1 

Tax measures 36,681 1.5 

Admin. measures 1.999 0.1 

Total yield 38,679 1.6 

Source: Ministry of Finance 
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Fitch expects the fiscal deficit to decline to 3% of GDP in 2013 and converge to 2.6% in 2014, a 

more gradual consolidation trajectory than the official preliminary estimates. Subdued revenue 

collection and difficulties in reining in current spending pressures are the main downside risks 

to this scenario. Lack of transparency and delays in submitting the 2013 budget to congress 

add to uncertainty about the new government‟s fiscal stance. However, fiscal consolidation 

could gain traction if economic growth rebounds more strongly than expected and 

administrative measures tackle evasion and labour informality, yielding additional tax revenue.  

Fitch will monitor the authorities‟ adherence to the official deficit and debt reduction targets. In 

the agency‟s baseline projections, the debt burden will stabilise at 34% of GDP by 2014. In a 

negative scenario, where the fiscal authorities fail to return to primary surpluses, the economy 

expands below 3% and investor confidence deteriorates leading to currency pressure and 

rising borrowing costs, general government debt will exceed the 40% of GDP median for the „B‟ 

category in 2015. Even under the most benign assumptions, public indebtedness will remain at 

levels not seen since the banking crisis in 2004. This weighs on credit quality in light of the 

sovereign‟s narrow revenue base and recent episodes of debt restructuring.  

Figure 4 
Public Finances: Sources and Uses (% GDP) 
 2011 2012f 2013f 2014f 

Uses 5.3 7.7 5.9 6.4 
Budget balance 2.6 5.4 3.0 2.6 
Amortisation (by place of issue) 2.7 2.3 2.9 3.9 
   Domestic 1.5 1.2 1.0 1.4 
   Foreign 1.3 1.1 1.9 2.5 
Sources 5.3 7.7 5.9 6.4 
Gross borrowing (by place of issue) 6.0 6.6 5.9 6.4 
   Domestic 1.9 3.9 2.2 2.2 
   Foreign 4.1 2.7 3.7 4.2 
Use of cash (“-“ accumulation) -0.7 1.0 0 0 

Source: Fitch 

 

The Dominican Republic‟s debt remains particularly vulnerable to currency risk as 73% of 

sovereign liabilities are denominated in foreign currency. Reliance on external financing 

sources is likely to increase in light of the rising external amortisations payments coming due in 

2013 and 2014. Budgetary support from multilaterals is likely to be on hold until the Dominican 

authorities conform to the policy requirements of a post-monitoring programme or a new SBA 

with the IMF. In the absence of a new agreement with the IMF, access to international markets 

will largely hinge on the new government‟s capacity to preserve macroeconomic stability and 

anchor investor confidence.
2
 

The rapid development of the local bond market has increased fiscal financial flexibility, albeit 

at relatively high borrowing costs. Auctioned and private placements of treasury bonds totalled 

USD1.2bn (2% of GDP) in 2012, covering nearly 20% of the treasury‟s total borrowing needs 

for the year at record low interest rates. The government will continue to use credit lines with 

Banreservas to pay down part of the debt incurred by the state-run electricity distributors and 

avoid falling into arrears with infrastructure contractors and domestic suppliers.  

Electricity Sector Loses Reform Momentum   

The contribution of the electricity sector to the current fiscal deficit grew 20% in nominal terms 

from USD868m in 2011 (1.6% of GDP) to an estimated USD1bn in 2012 (1.8% of GDP). About 

64% of this amount represents an indirect subsidy to consumers, while the remaining 36% 

covers losses for deficiencies in the power grid and electricity theft. Although a 6% rise in fuel 

prices put pressure on energy generation costs, the increase in transfers reflects limited 

                                                           
2
 A three-year IMF SBA expired in March 2012. The government and the central bank received USD1.2bn 
under the programme. The IMF has withheld USD500m in disbursements since July 2011 due to lack of 
compliance with the electricity sector reform and quantitative fiscal targets. 
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progress on the reforms geared towards formalising consumption and reducing operational 

losses in the largest state-run electricity distributor (CDEEE). 

Growth in the number of registered users and regularly billed clients faltered in 2012 and 

operational losses increased for the first time since 2009. As a result, Fitch expects the CDEEE 

to accumulate USD1.1bn (1.9% of GDP) debt by year-end. The government assumed 70% of 

these liabilities through USD273m in budgetary appropriations and USD500m in private 

placements of domestic bonds. Banreservas and the CDEEE are negotiating the terms of a 

USD160m loan and a USD300m factoring operation to finance the remaining obligations.
3
 The 

accumulation of arrears with private generators and suppliers cannot be ruled out if the latter 

transactions do not materialise. 

Failure to introduce a flexible tariff regime and meet the quantitative targets under the IMF‟s 

SBA limited multilateral support. The Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) withheld 

USD200m in loan disbursements and scaled down to USD70m its financing for the sector in 

2013. President Danilo Medina intends to shift the focus from the tariff regime to the 

renegotiation of contracts with private generators and the establishment of public-private 

partnerships to transform the island‟s oil-intensive energy matrix. Barring an oil price shock and 

in the absence of greater reform momentum, Fitch expects the electricity deficit to remain at the 

historical annual average of 1.5% of GDP until end-2014.      

Subdued Domestic Consumption Prolongs Cyclical Deceleration 

After a high degree of dynamism and resilience during the global financial crisis, the Dominican 

economy is decelerating. GDP growth fell to 4.5% in 2011 from 7.8% in 2010 and eased further 

to 3.9% in Q312, well below the country‟s estimated potential of 5.5% and the „B‟ median five-

year average growth rate of 5%. 

Uncertainty surrounding the electoral process, fiscal slippage and the tax reform affected 

business confidence and domestic consumption. The central bank started an aggressive 

easing cycle to spur domestic demand, cutting the policy rate by 175bp between May and 

August, but credit to the private sector remains sluggish, expanding at a meagre 4.6% in 

October 2012. 

The effect of the large fiscal stimulus on employment and economic activity was limited. 

Although investment in public works nearly doubled in the first nine months of 2012, a 

significant portion of this capital injection was transferred to international contractors and 

leaked out through capital imports. Similarly, credit to public entities expanded 107% by Q312, 

crowding out private investment. External demand registered a positive contribution to real 

growth thanks to the continued dynamism of the Dominican Republic‟s three main export-

oriented industries: tourism, free trade zones and ferronickel.   

Fitch forecasts economic growth at 3.1% in 2013 and a rebound to 4.5% of GDP in 2014. This 

scenario factors in the negative impact of the tax reform on consumption of 1pp in 2013 and a 

mild recovery in the US, which accounted for 47% of exports, 38% of tourist arrivals and 20% 

of FDI flows to the island in 2011. Upside risks will hinge on faster-than-expected recovery in 

domestic confidence, international gold prices and mining company Barrick‟s capacity to 

sustain production at full capacity. Rising family remittances and social transfers could 

accelerate domestic consumption, especially if private credit reacts positively to the easing 

cycle and the low real interest rate environment.   

 

                                                           
3
 In factoring operations the CDEEE sells a portion of its accounts receivable to Banreservas in exchange 
for cash advances to pay suppliers. These transactions usually allow the movement of unfunded 
obligations with power generators at the end of the year to the next fiscal year. 
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Macroeconomic Stability Holds Amid Electoral Uncertainty and Fiscal Risks 

The monetary authorities managed to preserve currency stability despite heightened electoral 

uncertainty, wide fiscal and current account deficits and limited balance of payments support 

from the IMF. The Dominican peso weakened 3.5% against the US dollar between January and 

November 2012. The central bank intervened in the FX market to prevent a faster depreciation 

of the currency.
4
 This was reflected in a net loss of USD570m in foreign reserves during the 

same period. The central bank also auctioned short-term local-currency instruments payable at 

favourable exchange rates to local financial institutions to access FX during episodes of 

increased demand. The rapid pass-through of imported prices to the domestic economy 

prevents greater flexibility in the exchange rate regime.   

Weak domestic demand and softer international commodity prices brought average inflation 

down from 8.5% in 2011 to an expected 4.0% in 2012, below the official target of 5.5% ± 

100bp. The transition towards an inflation-targeting regime has strengthened the transmission 

mechanism of interest rates to the credit market and the real economy. Declining quasi-fiscal 

deficits at the central bank and a stable currency have improved monetary policy credibility and 

helped anchored inflation expectations. The balance of risks for 2013 is broadly neutral. The 

central bank projects the rise in consumption taxes to have an upward effect of 0.8pp, pushing 

inflation closer to the mid-point of the target band for next year (5.5% ± 100bp). Nonetheless, 

below-trend growth domestically and internationally could keep inflationary pressures at bay.  

Mining Exports Mitigate External Balance Sheet Vulnerabilities 

The Dominican Republic‟s external accounts balance its large CAD and weak international 

reserve position against a proven track record of attracting FDI inflows, maintaining multilateral 

support and accessing international capital markets to meet is external financing needs. 

The rapid fiscal expansion and still-high international oil prices maintained the country‟s CAD at 

an estimated 7% of GDP in 2012. Imports of asphalt concrete for public infrastructure projects 

surged 265% by Q312, while the fuel import bill could reach 8% of GDP for the second 

consecutive year. Despite the feeble recovery in the US, resilient tourism arrivals, productivity 

gains in free-trade zones and rising mining production supported export growth and contributed 

to a 1pp reduction in the trade deficit (15% of GDP). The country benefited from USD3.2bn in 

FDI in 2012, which will cover 78% of the CAD. Inflows were largely influenced by the USD1.2bn 

acquisition of the Cerveceria Nacional Dominicana by Brazil-based Ambev in May 2012. 

Fitch expects the CAD to fall to 3.6% of GDP by 2014, half the forecast „B‟ median of 7%, 

owing to the long-awaited start of gold exports from the Pueblo Viejo project. Barrick estimates 

exports to average USD1.7bn (3% of GDP) a year, provided the company sustains annual 

production at 1 million ounces and international prices average USD1,700 per ounce over the 

next two years. The outlook for ferronickel is less favourable due to the higher sensitivity of its 

production costs to oil prices. Since the resumption of operations in Q111, Xstrata has 

produced at 50% capacity and exported USD290m a year, about 3% of total exports.  

The Dominican Republic‟s capacity to respond to external shocks remains limited. International 

reserves fell to USD3.5bn in November 2012, covering just two months of current external 

payments. Even after assuming an annual increase of USD300m in foreign reserves over the 

next two years consistent with the structural improvements in balance of payments dynamics, 

the country‟s external liquidity ratio would fall below 80% by 2014, the second weakest in the 

„B‟ category. Gross financing requirements would remain large at 117% of reserves driven by 

the country‟s CAD and rising amortisations on external loans with the IMF and the IADB. 

FDI is likely to stabilise at 3.4% of GDP as the mining concessions mature and new projects in 

the tourism, commerce, telecommunications and electricity sectors materialise. The 

implementation of a new agreement with the IMF could ease external financing pressures by 

                                                           
4
 Data on FX interventions are not publicly available. 
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unlocking additional multilateral budget support, buttressing investor confidence and providing 

liquidity support in the event of adverse external shocks.   

Figure 12 
External Finances: Sources and Uses (USDbn) 
 2011 2012f 2013

\
f 2014f 

Uses 6.0 5.5 4.4 4.7 
Current account balance 4.5 4.1 2.4 2.3 
MLT amortisation 1.5 1.4 2.0 2.4 
   Sovereign 0.7 0.6 1.1 1.6 
   Non-sovereign 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Sources 6.0 5.5 4.4 4.7 
Gross MLT borrowing 3.6 2.2 3.0 3.3 
   Sovereign 2.4 1.6 2.0 2.3 
   Non-sovereign 1.2 0.6 1.0 1.0 
Net FDI 2.4 3.2 2.1 2.1 
Other credit flows -0.3 0.5 -1.0 -1.0 
Change in fx reserves 0.3 -0.4 0.3 0.3 

Source: Fitch 

 

New President Seeks to Restore Policy Credibility 

President Danilo Medina has signalled his administration‟s commitment to fiscal austerity and 

greater government accountability. During his first three months in office, Medina passed an 

unpopular tax reform, established a transparent bidding process for awarding public works and 

decreed a cut in superfluous spending on travel and pensions in the public sector. However, 

the administration seems less determined to tackle the deficit in the electricity sector and to 

accept strict conditionality in the context of a new structural reform programme with the IMF. 

Medina has yet to lay out his administration‟s policy direction in the 2013 budget. The new 

government‟s initial policy actions appeased businesses and social discontent with the pre-

electoral spending and the subsequent austerity measures. However, the authorities face the 

challenge of regaining fiscal credibility while at the same time delivering on their ambitious 

social and pro-growth agenda without compromising fiscal sustainability. 

The government‟s legislative majority and pause in the electoral cycle could expedite the 

passage of additional austerity measures and favour fiscal consolidation. The ruling Dominican 

Liberation Party has a long tradition of centralised control and party discipline, and will control 

31 of the 32 seats in the senate and 105 of the 183 in the chamber of deputies until the end of 

Medina‟s term in 2016. A constitutional amendment that synchronised congressional and 

presidential elections in 2016 would extend the interval between electoral campaigns from two 

to four years, mitigating the negative influence of electoral spending on public finances. 
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Forecast Summary 
 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

f
 2013

f
 2014

f
 

Macroeconomic Indicators and Policy        
Real GDP growth (%) 5.3 3.5 7.8 4.5 3.9 3.1 4.5 
Unemployment (%) 14.1 14.9 14.1 14.6 14.3 14.5 14.5 
Consumer prices (annual average % change) 10.6 1.4 6.3 8.5 4.0 4.8 5.0 
Short-term interest rate (%)

a
 11.9 8.3 6.3 8.5 7.8 6.8 7.3 

General government balance (% of GDP)  -4.7 -3.6 -2.7 -2.6 -5.4 -3.0 -2.6 
General government debt (% of GDP) 24.0 28.0 28.7 29.7 31.8 32.6 32.3 
DOP per USD (annual average) 34.9 36.1 37.3 38.2 39.5 41.1 42.7 
Real effective exchange rate (2000=100) 96.8 96.2 96.3 96.9 95.3 92.8 90.3 
External Finance        
Current account balance (USDbn) -4.5 -2.3 -4.3 -4.5 -4.1 -2.4 -2.3 
Current account balance (% of GDP)  -10.0 -5.0 -8.5 -8.1 -7.0 -4.1 -3.6 
Current account balance plus net FDI (% of GDP) -3.6 -0.4 -4.8 -3.8 -1.6 -0.6 -0.3 
Net external debt (USDbn) 2.9 4.3 7.9 10.1 11.0 11.3 11.4 
Net external debt (% of GDP) 6.4 9.3 15.6 18.2 18.9 18.8 18.0 
Net external debt (% of CXR) 17.8 30.3 50.0 55.8 57.8 52.0 49.6 
Official international reserves including gold (USDbn) 2.7 3.6 3.9 4.1 3.7 4.1 4.4 
Official international reserves (months of CXP cover) 1.6 2.6 2.3 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.1 
External interest service (% of CXR) 4.7 4.6 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.2 4.1 
Gross external financing requirement (% int. reserves) 189.3 135.0 160.1 155.1 133.3 117.1 115.2 
Memo: global forecast summary        
Real GDP growth (%)        
US -0.3 -3.5 3.0 1.7 2.2 2.3 2.8 
Japan -1.0 -5.5 4.5 -0.7 1.6 1.5 1.3 
Euro area 0.3 -4.2 1.8 1.5 -0.4 0.9 1.5 
World 1.5 -2.3 4.0 2.7 2.1 2.6 3.0 
Commodities        
Oil (USD/barrel) 97.7 61.9 79.6 111.0 110.0 100.0 100.0 
a
 Money market interest rate (annual average). 

Source: Fitch  
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Strengths 
 The Dominican Republic‟s five-year average growth is in line with the „B‟ median. Although 

moderating, domestic and external demand have proved relatively resilient to the 
prolonged global economic slowdown and the highly uncertain electoral environment.  

 The country‟s average inflation rate has declined more rapidly than that of peers and now 
stands significantly below the „B‟ median. The adoption of an inflation-targeting regime 
could help anchor inflation expectations in the medium term. 

 Dollarisation of credit and deposits is in line with regional and rating peers, reflecting 
increased credibility in the monetary and exchange-rate policy frameworks. 

Weaknesses 
 GDP growth is volatile due to the island‟s sensitivity to changes in FDI, trade and tourism 

flows, and its close integration with the US. However, an increasingly diversified economic 
structure, export base and tourism markets have smoothed economic cycles. 

 Inflation and real exchange rate volatilities are above the „B‟ medians, mainly reflecting the 
rapid transmission of fuel and food import costs to domestic prices. Nominal devaluations 
in 2003 and 2004, after a financial crisis, heavily influenced the country‟s 10-year 
macroeconomic performance. 

 The official unemployment rate is 2x higher than the „B‟ median. The job market is 
adversely affected by wage indexation, labour rigidities and high informality. 

Commentary 

In January 2012 the central bank adopted an inflation-targeting regime with an explicit mandate 

to maintain price stability within a range of ± 100bp from 5.5% in 2012, 5.0% in 2013, 4.5% in 

2014 and 4.0% in 2015. Monthly meetings of the monetary board to determine the level of the 

deposit and lending reference rates, enhanced forecasting capabilities and greater 

transparency have supported the transition away from monetary aggregates since 2008. 

Despite the advances, the small size and low liquidity of the interbank money market restricts 

liquidity management. Limited FX flexibility also hinders the capacity of the exchange rate to 

act as a shock absorber.  

Losses derived from servicing central bank debt issued to cover the legacy costs of the 2003 

banking crisis represent a less pressing constraint for monetary policy. The stock of central 

bank certificates has been contained at 11% of GDP, while the government remains on course 

in its mandatory annual transfers to cover the quasi-fiscal deficit of the central bank. 

Improvements in debt composition have abated refinancing risks, with 96% of the certificates 

having a maturity longer than three years. In 2010 assets received in settlement of outstanding 

claims with the former owners of Bancredito resulted in a net gain of 0.4% of GDP. This gain 

will allow for a gradual reduction of the annual quasi-fiscal deficit to 0.8% of GDP by 2014. 

 

 

Comparative Analysis: Macroeconomic Performance and Policies 

Dominican Republic 

 2012 

 

Cape Verde 

B+ 

Venezuela 

B+ 

Dominican 
Republic 

B 

Lebanon 

B 

Ukraine 

B B median BB median 

Real GDP(5yr average % change) 5.1 2.0 5.0 6.0 -0.1 5.0 3.8 
Volatility of GDP (10yr rolling SD) 2.0 7.7 3.5 3.2 7.4 2.2 2.2 
Consumer prices (5yr average) 3.6 27.4 6.2 5.6 11.9 11.1 6.2 
Volatility of CPI (10yr rolling SD) 2.6 6.4 15.4 3.3 6.5 4.5 2.7 
Years since double-digit inflation 22.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 n.a. n.a. 
Unemployment rate 12.5 7.4 14.3  -  7.5 7.9 11.5 
Type of exchange rate regime Peg Fixed Managed float USD peg  Managed float n.a. n.a. 
Dollarisation ratio 12.0  0  21.7  61.0  43.3 21.7 66.9 
REER volatility (10yr rolling SD) 3.2 17.4 13.6 4.8 7.9 6.0 5.7 

Source: Fitch  

Figure 13 
Diversified Service-
Based Economy 
 (% of 

GDP) 

Growth (% 
yoy) 

 
2012 

Avg. 
07-11 H112 

Agriculture 6.4 4.3 5.8 
Mining 0.2 -0.2 8.6 
Manufacture 21.6 4.4 1.9 
FTZ 2.4 -1.6 2.5 
Construction 5.0 2.3 -0.4 
Services 58.5 6.4 4.2 
   Commerce 9.4 6.8 5.7 
   Tourism 8.4 2.6 4.0 
   Transport 2.9 4.4 3.9 
   Finance 6.8 12.8 8.5 
   Real estate 8.2 3.2 3.1 
Net taxes 5.9 112.4 5.3 
Total 100 5.9 3.8 

Source: Central Bank and Fitch 
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Strengths 
 The Dominican Republic‟s GDP per capita at market exchange rates and human 

development indicators are above those of peers and higher-rated sovereigns.   

 The Dominican Republic has a more diversified service-based economy and export basket 
than its peers. 

 Fitch‟s Bank Systemic Risk indicators are in line with peers. A macro prudential indicator of 
„1‟ suggests that the likelihood of systemic financial stress is low, while a banking system 
rating of „b‟ points to the need for further improvements in capital adequacy ratios. 

Weaknesses 
 The Dominican Republic has one of the lowest national savings and domestic investment 

rates in the „B‟ category, rendering the country dependent on external capital inflows to 
finance its investment needs.  

 The country‟s scores in the World Bank‟s indicators for government effectiveness, rule of 
law and control of corruption have fallen below the „B‟ medians since 2010. 

 Despite significant improvements in liability management and debt service in recent years, 
the Dominican Republic still has a recent record of sovereign debt restructurings. 

Commentary 

The Dominican Republic‟s scores in the World Bank‟s Ease of Doing Business survey are in 

line with the „B‟ median. However, investors are facing increasing hurdles in starting 

businesses, registering property, getting credit and paying taxes. 

The banking system seems well positioned to weather the slowdown in economic activity and 

credit demand. Non-performing loans increased to 3.3% in 2012 from 2.6% in 2011, mostly 

concentrated in the commercial segment, which accounts for 47% of total domestic credit. 

Despite the cyclical deterioration in credit quality, capital adequacy and provisioning ratios 

stand at 15% and 107%, above the minimum regulatory requirements of 10% and 100%. 

Commercial banks‟ credit exposure to the public sector doubled in 2012, representing 13% of 

the total assets in the financial system. Banreservas accounted for 94% of the increase in 

public sector loans and 40% of new investments in government securities during the year. 

Foreign currency loans as a proportion of total public sector credit rose to 52% in 2012 from 

39% in 2011. This was primarily driven by lending to pay dollar-denominated contracts with 

electricity generators and infrastructure contractors. As a state-owned bank Banreservas is 

exempt from concentration limits and regulations banning FX lending to non-FX generators. 

Comparative Analysis: Structural Features 

Dominican Republic 

 2012 

 

Cape Verde 

B+ 

Venezuela 

B+ 

Dominican 
Republic 

B 

Lebanon 

B 

Ukraine 

B B median BB median 

GNI per capita PPP (USD, latest) 4,000 12,620 9,490 14,000 7,080 4,180 6,690 
GDP per capita (USD, mkt exchange rates) 3,790 12,771 5,695 9,974 3,726 3,348 4,865 
Human development index (percentile, latest) 29.0 61.2 47.8 62.3 59.6 35.7 48.3 
Ease of doing business (percentile, latest) 34.3 2.8 37.5 38.1 26.1 37.8 50.0 
Trade openness (CXR and CXP % GDP) 72.7 23.8 36.2 94.6 61.0 44.2 52.6 
Gross domestic savings (% GDP) 5.0 30.0 7.0 -3.1 10.2 11.7 15.0 
Gross national savings (% GNP) 33.6 27.2 9.6 13.4 14.3 15.0 16.9 
Gross domestic investment (% GDP) 44.7 22.6 16.3 32.0 21.3 24.1 21.6 
Private credit (% GDP) 58.5 23.0 21.6 91.2 55.0 27.1 36.4 
BSR Indicators -/1 b/1 b/1 b/3 b/1 n.a. n.a. 
Bank system CAR 14.5  13.3  15.0 13.0    18.9  15.0 16.8 
Foreign bank ownership (% assets) 44.0  17.0  9.0  19.0  36.3 22.6 71.3 
Public bank ownership (% assets) 15.0  34.5  24.5  1.0  17.0 20.7 24.5 
Default record (year cured) 

a
  2000  1999 2005  None  2000 n.a. n.a. 

a
  Modern (ie, since 1980) rescheduling history: official rescheduling (1985, 1986, 1991, 1992); restructuring by private creditors (1983, 1986); Brady initiative (1994); Paris 

Club rescheduling (2004, 2005); bond restructuring (2005); restructuring by private creditors (2005)  
Source: Fitch and World Bank 
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Strengths 
 Commodity dependence is 3x lower than the „B‟ median.  

 Gross external debt as a percentage of GDP is lower than the 10-year „B‟ median.  

 The country has a proven track record of maintaining multilateral support, attracting FDI 
and accessing international capital markets to meet its external financing needs. 

Weaknesses 
 Net external debt as a proportion of GDP and CXR is substantially higher than the 10-year 

„B‟ medians. The sovereign net external debtor position is also 3x larger than that of peers. 

 The Dominican Republic, Cape Verde and Ukraine are the only countries in the „B‟ 
category with an international liquidity ratio lower than 100%. International reserves are 
low, covering only two months of current external payments, as a result of the still large 
CAD and actively managed foreign-exchange regime.  

 The country‟s CAD narrowed to 7.0% of GDP in 2012 from 8.5% in 2010, supported by 
higher exports and tourism receipts. A burdensome import bill, delays in starting gold 
exports, large dividend repatriations and rising external debt interest payments prevented a 
faster convergence with the „B‟ median deficit of 5.5% of GDP. 

Commentary 

The Dominican Republic is increasingly relying on bilateral lending from Venezuela under the 

Petrocaribe agreement to finance its burdensome oil import bill and access budget support 

funds without policy conditionality. Petrocaribe allows for purchases of oil at market value with 

a 50% upfront payment. The remaining 50% of the bill can be converted into a loan carrying a 

1% interest and payable over 25 years with a two-year grace period.  

Outstanding debt with Petrocaribe reached USD3bn in October 2012, up from USD1.2bn in 

December 2008. Venezuela is the Dominican Republic‟s single largest bilateral and multilateral 

creditor and holds 23% of the country‟s total public external debt. 

Comparative Analysis: External Finances 

Dominican Republic 

 2012 Last 10 years 

 
Cape Verde 

B+ 

Venezuela 

B+ 

Dominican 
Republic 

B 

Lebanon 

B 

Ukraine 

B B median BB median 

GXD ( % CXR) 155.5 111.0 121.2 127.1 139.7 96.7 102.2 
GXD (% GDP) 103.5 29.0 39.6 109.8 80.1 42.7 40.2 
NXD (% CXR) 109.3 -165.6 57.8 -110.0 3.5 19.2 5.2 
NXD (% GDP) 72.7 -43.3 18.9 -95.0 2.0 9.2 2.1 
GSXD (% GXD) 58.1 45.5 65.7 29.0 22.0 60.3 49.3 
NSXD (% CXR) 50.8 23.7 53.6 -92.0 3.1 16.7 2.6 
NSXD (% GDP) 33.8 6.2 17.5 -79.5 1.8 8.2 1.6 
SNFA (USDbn) -0.6 -19.7 -10.2 34.3 -3.0 -0.6 -0.1 
SNFA (% GDP) -33.8 -5.1 -17.5 79.5 -1.8 -7.8 -1.2 
Ext. debt service ratio (% CXR) 4.8 12.8 12.0 11.7 27.4 11.0 13.1 
Ext. interest service ratio (% CXR) 3.1 5.0 4.6 1.6 6.4 2.5 3.7 
Liquidity ratio (latest) 67.9 148.0 98.1 214.7 55.7 172.2 174.3 
Current account balance (% GDP) -12.3 4.6 -7.0 -16.5 -7.3 -5.6 -2.6 
CAB plus net FDI (% GDP) -6.9 5.4 -1.6 -7.3 -4.1 -1.5 1.4 
Commodity dependence (% CXR, latest) 13.5 30.5 15.6 5.8 24.2 36.7 24.4 
Sovereign net FX debt (% GDP) 41.7 8.9 16.6 -59.0 1.5 10.0 -0.1 

Source: Fitch 
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Strengths 
 Gross and net government debt indicators as a proportion of GDP compare favourably with 

those of peers but Fitch expects them to rise over the next two years due to the 
deterioration in the fiscal trajectory and the slowdown in economic growth.    

 The sovereign debt portfolio benefits from a more manageable amortisation schedule than 
similarly rated sovereigns, mitigating refinancing risks. 

Weaknesses 
 The country‟s fiscal deficit surged to 5.4% of GDP in 2012, significantly higher than the „B‟ 

median, mainly triggered by infrastructure spending in the run-up to the May presidential 
elections. Current spending is inflexible due to large electricity subsidies, mandatory 
interest payments to recapitalise the central bank and a large public sector wage bill. 

 Despite passing several fiscal reforms in recent years, the Dominican Republic has one of 
the lowest revenue takes among peers. This reflects the government‟s low tax-raising 
capacity, widespread exemptions, inefficiencies in the tax code, and a large informal 
economy. 

 A narrower and more volatile revenue base than that of peers underpins the sovereign‟s 
low debt tolerance. The ratios of debt and interest payments to revenue significantly 
exceed the 10-year „B‟ and „BB‟ medians. 

 Despite the growth in domestic issuance, foreign-denominated liabilities represent 73% of 
total government debt, one of the largest exposures to currency risk in the „B‟ category. 

Commentary 

The sovereign increased sources of financing in recent years under favourable conditions. The 

Dominican Republic placed USD1.5bn in 10-year bonds since its return to the markets in April 

2010. The initial offering and the subsequent retaps in July and November 2011 were widely 

over-subscribed, allowing the treasury to extend maturities at record low fixed rates. 

Domestically, the value of outstanding value of tradable securities reached 4.5% of GDP in 

October 2012, up from 0.2% at the beginning of the auction programme in March 2009. The 

local yield curve continued to develop, with tenders at the seven- and 10-year maturities, and a 

market makers scheme launched in July 2012 is enhancing price discovery and liquidity in the 

secondary market. Banks and pension funds hold most of these instruments but appetite 

among retail investors is increasing because of the high interest returns and limited alternative 

investments. 

 

Comparative Analysis: Public Finances 

Dominican Republic 

 2012 Last 10 years 

 
Cape Verde 

B+ 

Venezuela 

B+ 

Dominican 
Republic 

B 

Lebanon 

B 

Ukraine 

B B median BB median 

Budget balance (% GDP) -8.3 -6.7 -5.4 -9.0 -5.5 -2.9 -2.1 
Primary balance (% GDP) -6.9 -4.2 -2.9 -0.8 -1.8 -0.1 0.3 
Revenues and grants (% GDP) 25.0 22.4 14.0 22.9 44.2 25.7 27.2 
Volatility of revenues/GDP ratio  9.8 18.8 10.3 3.6 5.4 9.7 6.2 
Interest payments (% revenue) 6.6 11.2 17.8 36.0 4.2 6.1 9.1 
Debt (% revenue) 317.2 119.9 227.2 578.8 69.5 156.7 162.9 
Debt (% GDP) 79.4 26.8 31.8 132.6 30.7 40.1 39.9 
Net debt (% GDP) 65.4 19.7 30.2 115.7 28.6 31.8 34.5 
FC debt (% total debt) 75.7 59.2 72.6 39.5 56.4 67.4 64.8 
CG debt maturities (% GDP) 1.1 1.6 2.3 28.2 4.0 3.9 5.0 
Average duration of CG debt (years) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 3.8 4.9 3.5 
a
 GG if not otherwise specified  

Source: Fitch 
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Fiscal Accounts Summary 

% of GDP 2009 2010 2011 2012
f
 2013

f
 2014

f
 

General government        

Revenue  13.7 13.6 13.5 14.0 15.1 14.9 
Expenditure 17.3 16.3 16.1 19.4 18.0 17.5 
     o/w interest payments 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.5 3.2 3.4 
       
Primary balance -1.8 -0.7 -0.5 -2.9 0.2 0.8 
Overall balance -3.6 -2.7 -2.6 -5.4 -3.0 -2.6 
       
General government debt  28.0 28.7 29.7 31.8 32.6 32.3 
% of general government revenue 204.4 210.2 220.0 227.2 216.2 217.0 
       
General government deposits 2.4 2.7 2.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 
Net general government debt  25.5 26.0 27.1 30.2 31.0 30.8 

 
      

Central government  
      

Revenue  13.7 13.6 13.5 14.0 15.1 14.9 
 o/w grants 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Expenditure and net lending 17.3 16.3 16.1 19.4 18.0 17.5 
  o/w current expenditure and transfers 13.2 12.6 12.5 13.8 14.6 14.2 
         - interest 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.5 3.2 3.4 
   o/w capital expenditure 4.0 3.7 3.6 5.6 3.5 3.3 
       
Current balance 0.2 0.8 0.8 -0.1 0.3 0.5 
Primary balance -1.8 -0.7 -0.5 -2.9 0.2 0.8 
Overall balance -3.6 -2.7 -2.6 -5.4 -3.0 -2.6 
       
Central government debt 28.0 28.7 29.7 31.8 32.6 32.3 
% of central government revenues 204.4 210.2 220.0 227.2 216.2 217.0 
       
Central government debt (DOP bn) 469.6 545.7 628.7 729.3 802.6 871.5 
   By residency of holder       
       Domestic 172.8 174.8 184.5 246.9 275.4 298.2 
       Foreign 296.8 370.9 444.2 482.5 527.1 573.3 
   By place of issue       
       Domestic 172.8 174.8 184.5 246.9 275.4 298.2 
       Foreign 296.8 370.9 444.2 482.5 527.1 573.3 
  By currency denomination       
      Local currency 157.8 160.4 172.9 190.4 216.7 235.3 
      Foreign currency 311.8 385.3 455.8 539.0 585.9 636.2 
         in USD equivalent (eop exchange rate) 8.6 10.2 11.8 13.4 14.0 14.7 
   By maturity        
       Less than 12 months (residual maturity) 37.9 54.4 58.1 51.7 71.7 104.5 
       Average maturity (years) 5.7 6.2 6.5 6.7 6.7 6.7 
       Average duration (years) n.a.  n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Memo:       
Nominal GDP (DOP bn) 1678.8 1901.9 2119.3 2294.1 2462.9 2696.1 

Source: Ministry of Finance and Fitch estimates and forecasts 
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External Debt and Assets 
(USDbn) 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

f
 

Gross external debt 9.3 10.2 10.9 12.7 14.1 14.7 15.9 19.5 22.2 23.0 
  % of GDP 46.6 47.2 32.5 35.5 34.5 32.6 34.2 38.3 40.1 39.6 
  % of CXR 79.3 81.7 81.1 83.4 85.8 90.8 111.3 122.9 122.6 121.2 
           
By maturity           
  Medium- and long-term 8.0 8.5 9.2 10.1 10.9 11.2 13.3 16.8 19.6 20.3 
  Short -term 1.3 1.7 1.7 2.6 3.2 3.5 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.7 
    % of total debt 14.1 16.8 15.7 20.2 22.7 24.1 16.2 13.8 11.9 11.9 
           
By debtor           
 Monetary authorities 0.9 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.3 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.5 2.5 
 General government 5.0 5.7 5.9 6.3 6.6 7.2 8.2 9.9 11.6 12.6 
 o/w central government 5.0 5.7 5.9 6.3 6.6 7.2 8.2 9.9 11.6 12.6 
 Banks 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.6 
 Other sectors 3.0 3.1 3.4 4.4 5.0 4.9 5.1 6.2 7.4 7.3 
           
Gross external assets (non-equity) 3.1 4.0 8.0 10.6 12.5 11.5 11.5 11.2 11.5 11.4 
  International reserves, incl. gold 0.3 0.8 1.9 2.3 3.0 2.7 3.6 3.9 4.1 3.7 
  Other sovereign assets nes 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
  Deposit money banks' foreign assets 0.6 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.7 
  Other sector foreign assets 2.0 2.0 4.7 6.6 7.6 7.3 6.6 6.1 6.1 6.4 
             
Net external debt 6.3 6.2 2.8 2.5 1.8 2.9 4.3 7.9 10.1 11.0 
  % of GDP 31.4 28.7 8.4 6.9 4.4 6.4 9.3 15.6 18.2 18.9 
  % of CXR 53.4 49.7 20.9 16.2 10.9 17.8 30.3 50.0 55.8 57.8 
Net sovereign external debt 5.5 5.7 5.0 5.8 5.7 5.8 6.4 7.7 8.8 10.2 
  % of GDP 27.3 26.5 14.9 16.2 13.9 12.7 13.7 15.1 15.9 17.5 
Net bank external debt -0.2 -0.6 -0.9 -1.1 -1.3 -0.5 -0.5 0.2 0.0 -0.1 
Net other external debt 1.0 1.1 -1.3 -2.2 -2.6 -2.4 -1.5 0.1 1.3 0.9 
           
Net international investment 
position 

-9.4 -10.1 -11.3 -12.4 -13.9 -17.5 -20.0 -25.2 -29.2 -30.7 

  % of GDP -46.8 -46.9 -33.7 -34.7 -33.8 -38.7 -42.9 -49.5 -52.6 -52.9 
           
Sovereign net foreign assets -5.5 -5.7 -5.0 -5.8 -5.7 -5.8 -6.4 -7.7 -8.8 -10.2 
  % of GDP -27.3 -26.5 -14.9 -16.2 -13.9 -12.7 -13.7 -15.1 -15.9 -17.5 
           
Debt service (principal & interest) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.9 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.3 
  Debt service (% of CXR) 10.9 10.4 9.7 12.2 12.6 12.4 13.7 13.0 12.7 12.0 
  Interest (% of CXR) 3.6 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.1 4.3 4.6 
           
Liquidity ratio (%) 38.9 35.2 61.1 85.2 77.1 86.5 69.0 99.7 94.1 98.1 
Net sovereign FX debt (% of GDP) -1.3 -3.7 -5.8 10.8 8.0 10.2 10.7 12.3 13.8 16.6 
Memo:           
Nominal GDP 20.0 21.6 33.4 35.8 41.0 45.2 46.5 51.0 55.4 58.0 
Gross sovereign external debt           
Inter-company loans 0.5 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.7 2.2 2.7 5.9 

Sources: NBP, IMF, World Bank and Fitch estimates and forecasts 
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External Debt Service Schedule on Medium- and Long-Term Debt at 

November 2012 
(USDbn) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017+ 

Sovereign 716.2 613.3 1,141.7 1,574.3 1,059.1 854.1 8,413.5 
  Official bilateral 385.2 397.3 430.1 460.3 443.6 418.9 3,749.8 
     o/w Paris Club 67.0 58.7 51.3 55.1 59.1 63.3 28.3 
  Multilateral 151.2 158.9 503.4 890.4 435.2 226.7 2,198.1 
     o/w IMF 0 0 163.9 375.9 260.3 48.2 0 
  Other 74.3 57.1 75.9 71.1 51.3 74.8 27.3 
  Bonds placed in foreign markets 105.4 0 77.6 128.2 128.2 128.2 2,004.4 
  Non-resident holdings of domestic debt  0 0 54.6 24.3 0.8 5.6 433.9 
        
Interest 432.9 499.7 515.6 468.9 416.3 381.4 1,871.7 
Total sovereign debt service 1,149.0 1,113.0 1,657.3 2,043.2 1,475.4 1,235.6 10,285.2 
        
Private sector* 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.2 
   Amortisation 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 1,3 
   Interest  1,3 1,3 1,3 1,2 1,2 1,2 11,5 
Total private debt service        

* Debt service on private sector debt guaranteed by the government. 

Sources: Ministry of Finance, Central Bank and Fitch 
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Balance of Payments 

(USDbn) 2009 2010 2011 2012
f
 2013

f
 2014

f
 

Current account balance -2.3 -4.3 -4.5 -4.1 -2.4 -2.3 
  % of GDP -5.0 -8.5 -8.1 -7.0 -4.1 -3.6 
  % of CXR -16.3 -27.3 -24.8 -21.5 -11.3 -9.9 
       
    Trade balance -6.8 -8.7 -8.9 -8.8 -7.4 -7.6 
      Exports, fob 5.5 6.8 8.5 9.1 11.2 11.9 
      Imports, fob 12.3 15.5 17.4 17.8 18.6 19.5 
       
    Services, net 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.0 
      Services, credit 4.8 5.2 5.3 5.7 6.1 6.5 
      Services, debit 1.8 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.5 
       
    Income, net -1.7 -1.7 -2.1 -2.1 -2.3 -2.3 
      Income, credit 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 
      Income, debit 2.2 2.2 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.9 
         O/w: interest payments 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 
       
    Current transfers, net 3.2 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.7 
       
Memo:       
Non-debt-creating inflows (net) 2.3 2.0 2.5 3.2 2.1 2.2 
  o/w equity FDI 2.8 5.7 4.6 3.7 2.8 2.6 
  o/w portfolio equity  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
  o/w other 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Change in reserves (-=increase) 0.4 0.5 0.3 -0.4 0.3 0.3 
Gross external financing requirement 3.6 5.7 6.0 5.5 4.4 4.7 
Stock of international reserves, incl. gold 3.6 3.9 4.1 3.7 4.1 4.4 

Sources: IMF and Fitch estimates and forecasts 
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